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Abstract. Social media research has grown exponentially in recent years.
However, it seems that to date only a few studies have applied Conversation
Analysis (CA) to study social media interactions. The aim of this paper is to show
the benefits of using CA for the analysis of this type of social interactions.
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1. Introduction
In recent years many statisticians, mathematicians and computational scientists have
turned their attention to social media research [1]. This has resulted in a huge amount
of literature [2-6] that applied scientific approaches to analyze social media interactions.
Although these studies identified the general patters that characterize these interactions,
they did not analyze them from an interactional perspective. This paper tries to fill this
gap in social media research. It proposes to use Conversation Analysis (CA) for the
study of social media interactions. After a brief summary of the origins of CA and a
discussion on why this methodological approach was used in the past for analyzing
technology-mediated social interactions, this article discusses the case of @formulations in Facebook comment threads to show the benefits of using CA for social
media research.

2. Conversation Analysis
2.1. Origins
Conversation Analysis (CA) is a methodological approach that studies social
interactions [7-9]. It emerged in the late 1960s from the field of ethnomethodology
through the work of Harvey Sacks, Emmanuel A. Schegloff and Gail Jefferson [10].
According to Sacks [7], people perform actions through talk. They can greet friends,
request information, accept or decline invitations, ask questions and so on. Furthermore,
actions performed through talk are interactionally achieved; they are the result of the
collaborative work performed by participants in an interaction [7, 9]. Thus, if a speaker
wants to successfully perform a greeting, s/he may say “hello” to an intended recipient
1
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and wait for a response. If the recipient fails to respond, the greeting is incomplete;
only the First Pair Past (FPP) of an adjacency pair sequence has been performed, while
a Second Pair Part (SPP) is missing [8]. This shows that actions accomplished through
talk are organized in pairs, they are made up of two components, FPPs and SPPs; FPPs
are turns at talk that launch sequences whereas SPPs are pieces of talk that complete
sequences [8]. If one part is missing, the action is incomplete. Moreover, if like in the
example above, a speaker utters a FPP and a recipient fails to produce a SPP, the action
is not mutually achieved. Only one participant contributed to the interaction.
Although many scholars claim that CA is mainly suitable for investigating spoken
conversation, this is not the case. Since its development, this methodological approach
has been used for the examination of technology-mediated social interactions. For
example, Schegloff used CA to study phone conversations [11]. This study describes
the impact of the technology on the sequential organization of these interactions. It
shows how the affordances and constrains of the telephone affect communications.
This research also demonstrates that phone conversations are opened by identification
and recognition sequences. These sequences are typical of phone conversations; they
are used by conversationalists to identify their interlocutors. In telephone conversations
people do not see each other; thus, participants use talk to overcome a limitation of the
technology. Therefore, previous studies have pointed out that CA is a suitable approach
for the examination of technology-mediated social interactions.
2.2. CA and Computer-Mediated Communication
With the introduction of the Internet in the 1980s social interactions became
computerized. People started communicating with each other using Internet-Relay
Chats (IRC)s, emails and online discussion forums [12]. In other words, everyday
social interactions began to shift to digital environments. As a result, conversation
analysts turned their attention to Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). They
studied synchronous as well as asynchronous interactions such as IRCs, discussion
forums, weblogs and email exchanges [13-19]. They used CA to analyze the momentby-moment unfolding of computer-mediated interactions. Conversation analysts also
examined the role of technology in CMC. They noticed that despite being either
synchronous or asynchronous, computer-mediated communications are conversationallike. They are characterized by turn-taking [13, 14], repair [15] and sequential
organization [19]. However, like phone conversations, the affordances and constraints
of the technology have an impact on the interaction. For example, although turn-taking
is identifiable in online chats, it is affected by the constraints of the platform used for
communicating. Turn-taking was introduced by conversation analysts to describe what
normally happens in spoken conversation, that is, that conversationalists speak one at a
time. In other words, speakers do not talk simultaneously, when a speaker talks another
listens and speaker changes occur with limited gaps and overlaps [7-9]. However, this
is not the case in IRCs. In many IRCs systems, there is a delay between the processes
of message production and message availability. Although messages that are published
are immediately available to participants for inspection, messages that are being
constructed are not available to participants. Therefore, there is a delay between the
time in which a message is typed and when it is made available to recipients on screen.
As a result, Garcia and Jacobs classified IRCs as quasi-synchronous [14]. More
importantly, the delay between message construction and message availability affects
the turn-taking system. That is, in online chats a participant might post a FPP that
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initiates a sequence, and before a recipient has posted a SPP that completes the pair,
s/he might publish another FPP that launches another sequence. Thus, disrupting the
linearity of the turn-taking system that establishes that FPPs and SPPs should be
adjacently positioned one after another within adjacency pairs [7, 9]. This disruption of
the sequential organization of chat interactions is possible because of the affordances of
the technology [20, 21]. In other words, chat platforms allow adjacency pairs to be
disrupted, which means that participants can post messages that start new sequences
even before other participants have responded to them.
Therefore, CA is a powerful tool for the micro analysis of the moment-bymoment unfolding of CMC interactions. This approach enables researchers to reveal
how sequentiality is achieved in computer-mediated communications. Moreover, it
allows scholars to examine the role of the features of the technology in the interaction.
2.3. Social Media as Loci for Social Interaction
In recent years social media have become loci for social interaction [22]. 3.6 billion
people use social media websites worldwide [23]; 2.5 billion are active on Facebook,
2.0 billion watch videos on YouTube and use WhatsApp, and 1.2 communicate on
WeChat [24]. Individuals use social networking sites to communicate and maintain
social relationships [25, 26]. Moreover, as per phone conversations and other types of
computer-mediated communications, interactions occurring on social media are
conversational-like. Therefore, in the last few years, a growing number of studies has
started applying CA to examine these interactions [27-34]. These studies have shown
that interactions occurring on social media are multimodal, they consist of textual and
visual elements such as texts, images, videos, hyperlinks as well as messages that are
made up of the combinations of both these elements such as texts with images, texts
with videos and texts with hyperlinks [27]. Moreover, social media interactions are
sequentially organized. Facebook comment threads [28, 29] for instance, mainly
consist of contributions that respond and orient to messages that launch comment
threads. In other words, comments that follow an initial post generally respond to it,
even when they are not adjacently positioned after this contribution. Thus, as per online
chats, linearity does not seem to affect the sequential organization of Facebook
comment threads. Nevertheless, Facebook users seem to successfully interpret and
respond to comments even when they are not adjacently positioned one after the other
in a comment thread. This depends on visual saliency [35], an affordance of many textbased communication systems. On Facebook, visual saliency enables users to access
comments and create sequentiality. In other words, Facebook users can scroll
comments up or down on screen to put FPPs and SPPs together and create sequences,
regardless of their position in a comment thread.
The studies discussed in this and the previous paragraphs demonstrated that CA is
a useful methodological approach for analyzing technology-mediated social
interactions. They have shown that CA is fruitful to examine how “conversationalists”
adapted their interactional practices to suit the affordances and constraints of the
technology. The following section, on the other hand, will show that CA can also be
used to prove that sometimes technologies have been modified to accommodate the
interactional practices developed by their users.
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3. @-formulations in Facebook interactions
Facebook introduced the Reply button in 2013 [36]. This button is positioned under
every comment posted in a comment thread (with the exception of the first comment in
a thread) and allows users to respond to comments from Friends. In other words, this
button enables Facebook users to post comments one after the other in a comment
thread and achieve sequentiality. It appears that the Reply button was introduced to
overcome a limitation of Facebook, that was that users did not have control over the
positioning of comments within comment threads. Before the introduction of the Reply
button, comments were organized in a chronological order; the last comment presented
on screen was the most recent contribution published in a comment thread. So, when a
user published a comment in a thread, s/he did not have control over its positioning in
the interaction, this comment was always positioned as the last comment in the thread.
This disrupted the sequentiality of interactions creating an interactional issue for
Facebook users; they could not post a comment directly after the comment it was
responding to. To overcome this limitation of the technology Facebook users started
using @-formulations such as the @ symbol followed by a user’s name (e.g. @Matteo
Farina) to indicate to which comment they were responding to as clearly shown by
extract 1 below:
Extract 1 [@-formulations in Facebook comment threads]2
1 Mauro: ho Deciso . . . A CARNEVALE MI VESTO DA METROMAN
Mauro: I have decided . . . AT THE NEXT CARNEVALE PARTY I’LL DRESS UP
AS METROMAN
[. . .]
9 Mina: Lo so che è ovvio . . . purtroppo ti conosco :D
Mina: I know it’s obvious . . . unfortunately I know you :D
10 Richard: sexy
Richard: sexy
11 Daniele: @Mina: purtroppo ti conosco è un insulto gravissimo . . . io non ti
parlerei + a vita ;) @Mauro: io mi vesto da palo della metro, così puoi attaccarti al
palo e girare!!!
Daniele: @Mina: unfortunately “I know you” is a terrible offence . . . I would feel
like not talking to you anymore;) @Mauro: I will dress up as an underground pole,
so you can attach yourself to the pole and swing around me!!!
Extract 1 is the transcript of a comment thread about Metroman, a busker who
performs on the underground in Milan, Italy. After a series of comments [1-10] where
Friends mock Mauro for humorously announcing his plan for the next Carnevale3 party,
which is to dress up as Metroman, at comment 11 Daniele uses two @-formulations
(@Mina; @Mauro) to select the recipients of his contribution. These @-formulations
not only explicitly indicate the addressees of Daniele’s comment but they also preserve
the sequentiality of this comment thread. In other words, Daniele uses them to indicate
to which comments he is responding to. The initial component of comment 11 clearly
2

Please note that data in this extract have been transcribed and translated from Italian.
Carnevale is an Italian celebration where people go to parties wearing masks and dressing up as fantasy
characters, such as Pinocchio, Mickey Mouse, and so on.
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orients to the comment at Post 9, where Mina uses the expression “ti conosco” (I know
you) to mock Mauro’s plan of dressing up as Metroman. In this part of the comment,
Daniele jokingly tells Mina that he considers “ti conosco” to be a terrible offence
(@Mina: purtroppo ti conosco è un insulto gravissimo . . . io non ti parlerei + a vita ;)).
On the other hand, the final component of the comment at Post 11 orients to Post 1.
Daniele humorously says that if Mauro dresses up as Metroman, he will dress up as an
underground pole, so Mauro can swing around him (@ Mauro: io mi vesto da palo
della metro, così puoi attaccarti al palo e girare!!!). This comment refers to a video
posted in another comment thread where Metroman swings around a pole while
performing on the underground. Although occurring 10 comments after the
contribution at post 1, this message responds to it.
This analysis of Extract 1 shows that CA is a useful approach to demonstrate how
technologies have sometimes been modified to suit the needs of their users.

4. Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated that CA is a useful approach for the investigation of social
media interactions. This methodology enables researchers to make a fine-grained micro
analysis of the moment-by-moment unfolding of these interactions. Furthermore, CA
can be used to examine the role of the technology in social media interactions. This
methodological approach can also reveal the interactional practices developed by social
media users to overcome the limitations of the technology. In other words, CA provides
researchers with an opportunity to study social media interactions from an interactional
perspective. Therefore, this paper argues for the integration of CA into scientific
research on social media. On one hand, this kind of interdisciplinary research might
result in the development of more effective computational tools for social media
interaction. On the other hand, it might be used for managing social problems; for
instance, by creating softwares that detect posts that promote cyberhate and extremism
in social media.
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